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Glen Park Neighborhoods History Project Events, Winter 2020 
 

 

Unless noted otherwise, for all walking tours we request a $10 minimum donation to benefit the work of the Glen Park 
Neighborhoods History Project. Or, become a GPNHP member: Individual $15 and Household $20, and the walk you’re 
joining is included. Visit our Support the GPNHP page to pay for the walk in advance with PayPal, and to learn more about 
the GPNHP. No one turned away for lack of funds. 
 

The Northern Boundaries of Sunnyside:  
Dairy Cows, Early Speculators & Activists, & the Steepest Parks in the City  
Sunday, January 12, 2020, 11:00 am to 1:00 pm 
On this walk with historian Amy O’Hair, hear stories from the north edges; how our two parks were built; two massive landslide 
disasters; dairy farming on the edge of civilization, and the fight to make the streets safe from speeding steam trains. Meet: Railroad 
Expresso, Monterey Blvd and Gennessee Street. Distance: 2.0 miles. Level: strenuous with hills. Rain or air quality count above 149 
cancels walk.  RSVP: SunnysideHistory@gmail.com. 

 

Founding of Fairmount Heights in Civil War San Francisco 
Wednesday, January 15, 2020, 7:00 pm 
Meeting of the Bernal Heights History Project 
Bernal Heights Branch Library, 500 Cortland (at Andover) 
A neighborhood’s identity can disappear with a simple redraw of a map. As the boundaries of Glen Park continue to expand without 
regard to historic homestead property lines, the identity of Fairmount Heights is effectively being erased from memory. Should we care? 
Evelyn Rose will present new research that is revealing the likely origin story of Fairmount Heights. Links to prominent Gold Rush 
pioneers hailing from the Old Bay State (Massachusetts), the early days of planning for the Transcontinental Railroad, the important 
legacy of a contingent of California cavalry in the Civil War, and milestones in real estate history (not to mention a couple of notable 
equines) all provide teachable lessons for our shared American histories, giving more than sufficient reason to preserve the identity of 
Fairmount Heights. This event is Free! 

 
“Cowbells in the Spring”: History of Fairmount Heights 
Saturday, February 1, 2020, 10:00 am to 1:00 pm 
Frequently considered part of Glen Park, Fairmount Heights was initially founded as the Pacific Railroad Homestead Association during 
the Civil War. Join Glen Park historian Evelyn Rose to retrace the forgotten rural homesteads, rediscovers the origins of both the names 
and routes of Chenery, Laidley, Bemis, Arlington, Beacon, and other streets in the district, shares a link to the California 100 of the 2nd 
Massachusetts Cavalry, ponders whether the mother of California civil rights, Mary Ellen Pleasant, ever resided on Laidley Street, 
imagines the days when Southern Pacific trains made their way along the edge of the neighborhood, and cogitates over how the district 
has one of two local links to an iconic 1960s TV show. Meet: Walter Haas Playground, Addison Street. Ends: Chenery & Castro Streets. 
Transit: MUNI 35-Eureka, 52-Excelsior. Distance: 2.0 miles. Level: Moderately strenuous, mostly downhill. Rain cancels. 
RSVP: GlenParkHistory@gmail.com.                                                                                                                                               

 

Monumental, Inspiring, and Rooted in History: The Public Art of City College of San Francisco  
Saturday, February 1, 2020, 11:00 am to 1:30 pm  
This unique history walk with historian Amy O’Hair will take you to all the major public artworks at City College of San Francisco, works 
that reveal its unique and inspiring history. Science and a faith in progress were brought together with art to give birth to the college; 
the legacy is a wealth of public artworks on campus. Aside from the famous mural by Diego Rivera, Pan-American Unity, most San 
Franciscans don’t know about these treasures. Meet: Very bottom of Science Hill, at bottom of the long flight of steps, at street level 
near bus shelter on Frida Kahlo Way. Transit: Muni line 43, 29, 8, 49, and K; Balboa Park BART. Distance: 1 mile. Level: Moderately 
strenuous with several stairs. RSVP: SunnysideHistory@gmail.com.  

 

 
 For more information, visit www.GlenParkHistory.org and www.SunnysideHistory.org. 
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A Walk Along the Glen Park Suffrage Trail 
Saturday, February 8, 2020, 10:00 am to 12:30 pm 
Glen Park’s amazing history of civic activism has been spearheaded mainly by women. Join Glen Park historian Evelyn Rose to rediscover 
the women who in striving for the vote also helped make Glen Park the beloved district it is today. We will highlight the beacon of Glen 
Park suffrage, Johanna Pinther, co-leader of the first suffrage march in America. Plus, mid-century activists who continued to carry the 
torch. Meet: Plaza of the Glen Park BART station (ends at Diamond and Chenery). Distance: 1.4 miles. Level: Moderately difficult, 
including one uphill. Rain cancels walk. This walk is free! RSVP: GlenParkHistory@gmail.com.  

 
Southern Boundaries of Sunnyside: The Wild 1890s, the Jail Next Door, & the Making of City College 
Sunday, February 23, 2020, 11:00 am to 1:00 pm  
Join historian Amy O’Hair to hear about the neighborhood’s rough beginnings; the county jail complex nestled up next to houses; the 
Southern Pacific Octopus’ grip on Sunnyside; founding of City College; the WWII Navy base; the massive reservoir that was never filled; 
architectural features of Mohr’s Subdivision; and the forest at the end of the road. Meet: Cup Café, 6 Monterey Blvd. Distance: 2.0 
miles. Level: Moderate with hills and dirt paths. Rain or air quality count above 149 cancels walk. RSVP: SunnysideHistory@gmail.com. 

 

Bovines, Dynamite, and High-Flying Shows: The Amazing Histories of Glen Canyon Park 
Saturday, February 29, 2020, 9:00 am to 12:00 pm 
Cows ruminating; chemists concocting; elk ranging; aeronauts parachuting; Victorian-era capitalists water-fighting; freeways bisecting; 
and activists protecting. All this and more comprise the amazing histories of Glen Canyon Park! Join Glen Park historian Evelyn Rose on 
this stroll through the Grand Canyon of San Francisco as we rediscover the cultural history of this Significant Natural Resource Area. 
Marvel at the events that did happen, those that nearly happened, and how lucky we are to have this 70 acres of open space to still 
enjoy today.  Meet: Under the Cow Sign at the entrance to Glen Canyon Park, 70 Elk Street just north of Chenery Street. Level: Easy to 
moderately difficult, including one uphill and uneven paths. Distance: 1.3 miles. Rain, high winds cancel walk. RSVP: 
GlenParkHistory@gmail.com.                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

 

A Walk Down Mid-Century Monterey Boulevard 
Saturday, March 7, 2020, 11:00 am to 1:00 pm 
Explore the past of Sunnyside’s main drag with historian Amy O’Hair. Learn about the shops, businesses, and restaurants that once lined 
our commercial district, from the 1920s to the 1980s; mom-and-pop businesses from beauty salons to empanadas, the growth of 
Safeway, and how things changed. Hear stories collected from longtime residents. Meet: Monterey Deli at Monterey Blvd and Edna 
Street. Distance: 1 mile. Level: Easy. Rain or air quality count above 149 cancels walk. RSVP: SunnysideHistory@gmail.com.  
 
Modern Diamond Heights: The Redevelopment of Red Rock and Gold Mine Hills 
Saturday, March 14, 2020, 11:00 am to 1:00 pm 
Join architectural historian Hannah Simonson to explore the early history of Red Rock and Gold Mine Hills in Diamond Heights; learn 
how a declaration of "blight" would lead to unrealized skyscrapers and Modernist architecture. Meet: George Christopher Playground, 
5210 Diamond Heights Blvd (west of the shopping center). Distance: 1.5 miles. Level: Moderately strenuous. Rain cancels walk. 
RSVP: GlenParkHistory@gmail.com.  

 
Sunnyside: The Early Years 
Sunday, March 22, 2020, 11:00 am to 1:00 pm 
Join historian Amy O’Hair on this neighborhood walk to find out what life was like at the turn of the century: Where did the lost creek 
once flow; the first school in a cottage; the huge coal-fired power plant that ran San Francisco’s first electric streetcar; stories from early 
families; the inventor who built the Conservatory. Photos and stories available nowhere else. Meet: Cup Café, 6 Monterey Blvd; Ends: 
Joost and Baden Avenues. Distance: 1.5 miles. Level: Easy. Rain or air quality count above 149 cancels walk. RSVP: 
SunnysideHistory@gmail.com.  

 
“Plants and Birds and Rocks and Things”: A Walk Through the Natural Histories of Glen Canyon 
Saturday, March 28, 2020, 9:00 am to 12:00 pm 
Glen Canyon, a 60-acre designated Significant Natural Resource Area, sits right in the heart of San Francisco. Bring your binoculars and 
join local historian Evelyn Rose as we stroll along the floor of the “Grand Canyon of San Francisco” to consider its prehistoric and 
geologic origins, the history of the local Muwekma Ohlones, recall the history Islais Creek, the largest creek in San Francisco, consider 
whether the trees in the canyon are native or planted, recall the wildlife that once roamed the land, and hopefully catch glimpses of the 
wildlife that still call Glen Canyon home. Meet: Elk Street entrance to Glen Canyon Park Recreation Area near the Glen Park Cow 
Sign. Distance: 1.3 miles. Level: Easy to moderately strenuous, concrete and dirt trails, some stairs up and down, seating midway. 
RSVP: GlenParkHistory@gmail.com. This walk is free! 

For more information, visit www.GlenParkHistory.org and www.SunnysideHistory.org. 
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